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IP Traffic Snooper Free Download is a straightforward software program that you can use to monitor your network traffic and
find out all apps which have established Internet connections, along with their sent and received packets. It's capable of

generating reports automatically. Although it may sound complicated to work with, the utility is quite intuitive and doesn't need
previous experience in networking tools. Simple setup and interface The installation procedure is fast and doesn't require special

attention. At startup, IP Traffic Snooper automatically identifies all active apps that connected to the Internet, revealing their
name, upload and download rate, along with the IP address of the last remote host. Examine and save network details for

processes The interface doesn't put too much emphasis on looks but it's simple to navigate. You can select an app from the list
to view additional details with the local port, remote IP address and port, along with the remote host name, as well as export all
information to an external files with the HTML or CSV format for closer inspection and safekeeping. It's possible to clear the
lists, ask the program to automatically save daily reports and reset data after saving, modify the default path for the reports, as

well as select another network interface to monitor. No error dialogs were shown in our tests, and the software application didn't
hang or crash. It needed low CPU and RAM to work properly. What's more, IP Traffic Snooper can be minimized to the system

tray area to become non-intrusive and let you carry on with your regular PC activities. On the other hand, the tool hasn't been
updated for a while, and its current set of features doesn't seem to justify IP Traffic Snooper's price, especially when taking into

account that there are similar apps out there which offer the same functionality for free. Nevertheless, you can test it for
yourself to make that decision. Downloads IP Traffic Snooper - version 3.5.6 IP Traffic Snooper - version 3.5.4 IP Traffic

Snooper - version 3.5.3 IP Traffic Snooper - version 3.5.2 IP Traffic Snooper - version 3.5.1 IP Traffic Snooper - version 3.5.0
IP Traffic Snooper - version 3.4.9 IP Traffic Snooper - version 3.4.8 IP Traffic Snooper - version 3.4.7 IP Traffic Snooper -

version 3.4.6 IP Traffic Snooper - version 3
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This is a keylogger/keystroke logger utility that runs without alerting the user. It records keystrokes at a specified folder, the
clipboard, the system tray and the desktop. Features: 1) Works silently to avoid detection, 2) You can delete/modify/move the
recording file, 3) Clipboard loggers can record more than one keystroke at the same time, 4) Pairs of characters are separated
when recording, 5) You can configure the logging file name. The recorded keystrokes are saved in the following formats: txt,
text, nul, tar, vtx, *zip, *rar, *gz, *bz2, *7z, *gz.vtx, *7z.vtx, *7z.tar, *gz.tar. 7z.zip. Disconnect Inspector is a small tool for

TCP/IP which allows you to disconnect connected users from your computer and block access to specific apps and websites, or
filter connections from the Internet, while continuing to run apps and programs that require network access. Note that

Disconnect Inspector works only when your computer is connected to the Internet, and it cannot filter inbound connections, but
it can disconnect and block outbound connections. What's new in this release: 1) Disconnect Inspector can now create an

exception list to block some connection types. You can enable/disable individual exceptions by clicking the plus/minus sign for
each exception in the Exceptions section, 2) The new Action Settings window lets you define custom actions for blocking, 3)

Support for Chinese, Japanese, and Korean input methods has been added. 4) The exception list can be saved as an.ini file in a
custom location. Key features: 1) Disconnect Inspector can disconnect and block users based on their computers' network

card/location. 2) You can filter connections based on the type of client (Web, FTP, TCP/IP, Windows, etc.), IP address, port,
hostname, or domain name, and the type of connection (HTTP, FTP, ICMP, etc.), 3) With the exception list option, you can
choose to block specific connection types, including SSL, LDAP, IMAP, NNTP, POP3, SSH, Telnet, SMTP, ICMP, TCP,

UDP, SSL, SNMP, HTTP, FTP, ICMP, TCP, and UDP, 4) Users can be added to the exception list from the Account Settings
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If you want to check all programs that have established connections to the Internet, you can try the free IP Traffic Snooper. The
application doesn't require any special skill and can monitor all your programs. Download Link:

What's New In?

IP Traffic Snooper is a straightforward software program that you can use to monitor your network traffic and find out all apps
which have established Internet connections, along with their sent and received packets. It's capable of generating reports
automatically. Although it may sound complicated to work with, the utility is quite intuitive and doesn't need previous
experience in networking tools. Simple setup and interface The installation procedure is fast and doesn't require special
attention. At startup, IP Traffic Snooper automatically identifies all active apps that connected to the Internet, revealing their
name, upload and download rate, along with the IP address of the last remote host. Examine and save network details for
processes The interface doesn't put too much emphasis on looks but it's simple to navigate. You can select an app from the list
to view additional details with the local port, remote IP address and port, along with the remote host name, as well as export all
information to an external files with the HTML or CSV format for closer inspection and safekeeping. It's possible to clear the
lists, ask the program to automatically save daily reports and reset data after saving, modify the default path for the reports, as
well as select another network interface to monitor. Evaluation and conclusion No error dialogs were shown in our tests, and the
software application didn't hang or crash. It needed low CPU and RAM to work properly. What's more, IP Traffic Snooper can
be minimized to the system tray area to become non-intrusive and let you carry on with your regular PC activities. On the other
hand, the tool hasn't been updated for a while, and its current set of features doesn't seem to justify IP Traffic Snooper's price,
especially when taking into account that there are similar apps out there which offer the same functionality for free.
Nevertheless, you can test it for yourself to make that decision. Description: IP Traffic Snooper is a straightforward software
program that you can use to monitor your network traffic and find out all apps which have established Internet connections,
along with their sent and received packets. It's capable of generating reports automatically. Although it may sound complicated
to work with, the utility is quite intuitive and doesn't need previous experience in networking tools. Simple setup and interface
The installation procedure is fast and doesn't require special attention. At startup, IP Traffic Snooper automatically identifies all
active apps that connected to the Internet, revealing their name, upload and download rate, along with the IP address of the last
remote host. Examine and save network details for processes The interface doesn&#
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1/10 Processor: 1.6GHz Dual Core CPU or equivalent Memory: 512MB RAM Graphics: 512MB
VRAM Hard Disk: 5GB available space DirectX: 9.0c Internet: Broadband Internet connection Licence: One time Prices:
US$59.99 I found myself in a predicament. I was purchasing a low profile, but graphics card tough
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